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Meyer Delivers Seegers Lecture
By Kevin Anderson
News Editor
Wesemann Hall creaked
and rustled with a sigh of relief
and satisfaction on Wednesday,
March 17, as a familiar voice
boomed away
in Tabor
Auditorium. It was a voice not
heard this academic year except
through echoes in the memories
of students, faculty and staff and
an occasional phone conversation.
Professor Alfred W. Meyer
returned to the law school from
sabbatical in Bloomington to
serve as the speaker for the Tenth
Seegers Lecture Series.
The two-part lecture
series, presented on March n and
18, dealt with same the topic that
Professor Meyer has devoting his
time to in Bloomington. Entitled
''To Adjudicate or Mediate: That
is the Question," the lectures
explored the propriety of resort to
Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR) in light of the traditions of
our adversary system.
Following a few entertaining jokes about Dean
Gaffney's introduction technique,
Meyer, the Louis and Anna
Seegers Professor of Law here at
V.U.S.L., explained that ADR is
an umbrella acronym referring to
a number of techniques for dispute resolution which do not
involve adjudication in the courts.
The development of the trend has
placed the alternative of mediation in the fore of the ADR movement. Professor Meyer determined to spend a few hours discussing his impression of the
strengths and limitations of mediation in today's legal environ-

ment
The Professor explained
that his interest in ADR springs
from two events that exposed him
to the topic. First, ten years ago
he returned to Harvard Law
School, where he had previously
earned his LL.M, to attend a program on Alternative Dispute resolution. Accustomed to the hard
nosed approach to legal analysis,
Meyer found ADR to be more
"touchy feely" than was comfortable. The methods involved were
kinder, feel-good stuff. Speaking
to a room full of students, practitioners, faculty, former deans and
staff, Meyer explained that this
seemed counter-intuitive at the
time. "You're not supposed to
feel good as a law student. ..and
you don't!" he declared to universal agreement. Further, mediation
sounded like it was for wimps,
lawyers fight and meanness is
often considered a virtue. This
first exposure left Professor
Meyer unconvinced that ADR
was the answer to the problems
associated with soaring litigation
expenses, a crowded court docket
and astronomical legal fees.
His second experience
with ADR finally altered his posture toward the movement, leaving it in a much more favorable
light. During the summer of
1988, Professor Meyer participated in a People to People program
with the People's Republic of
China. A member of a delegation
of American law professors,
mediators and practitioners,
Meyer spent the summer observing mediation in China. He
explained that mediation is an
ancient and accepted means of

dispute resolution in many parts
of the world. While adjudication
may be the time and trust honored
mechanism employed in the U.S.,
mediation is preferred in many
developed societies.
Meyer briefly described
the historical development of the
adversarial system then compared
and contrasted adjudication with
the mediation alternative.
Relying upon the observations of
fellow scholars like Fuller,
Pound, Frank and Rubin,
Professor Meyer identified the
weaknesses of the adversarial system in light of mediation's
strengths. ''The lawyer makes the
scales of right and the sword of
justice his tools" he quoted Kant
before explaining that too often
the lawyer is tempted to use the
sword to tip the scales.
The adversary system
does not necessarily seek truth.
In fact, explained the Professor, it
is impossible to know truth by
way of the system. It is the fact
finder alone who determines the
identity of the truth in adjudication. This pattern of dispute resolution ultimately results in one
party's position being vindicated
while the other is lost. As it
stands, this mechanism is inadequate to meet the needs of parties
who must maintain an ongoing
relationship despite the controversy of the moment.
Use of the phrase "alternative" is misleading in describing the mechanisms of ADR
according to Meyer. ADR procedures are not,in fact, the alternative way in which disputes are
resolved in our society. Resort to
the courts is the alternative to col-

Students Participate in
Westville Prison Project
By Judy Nolde and Adam Stem
Staff Writers

lVisdonz of· the Ages
I" I do not believe in
forced integration. I
do not see bow sitting
next to a white person
[in school] will make
you smarter. If you
believe that, we
should all try to sit
next to the Japanese."
- Hon. Gary Franks (R-Cf)

The Westville Correctional
Center in Westville, Indiana, is
under a consent decree to provide
legal training for their inmate law
clerks. The public interest organization of VUSL, the Equal
Justice Alliance, took the initiative to provide a legal training
program for the 15 inmate law
clerks. A group of about 15 law
students have worked on this pro~ect for several months are now
in the process of giving presentations at the prison.
Initially, a few of the law students visited the prison and spoke
with several of the inmate law
clerks and the library liaison to
better understand what their
needs and expectations were concerning a legal training program.
The law students took this information to the larger group of law
students and then decided to
break up into four sub-groups,
covering subject areas that the
inmate law clerks indicated to be
particular areas in need of legal

training: interviewing, ethics,
civil/criminal procedure and
appeals, and legal writing and
research.
Gradually, the individual subject groups are giving presentations at the prison that are videotaped. The groups also prepare
booklets on their presentations to
pass out to the inmate law clerks
for their use. Another exciting
aspect of this training program is
that a few of the inmate law
clerks themselves are giving presentations to supplement whatever is covered by the law students.
This enhances the needed respect
and responsibility among the
inmate law clerks.
Follow-up visits are
planned for the following school
year. It is hoped that the legal
training will be an on-going project and not just a one time presentation.
The National
Association for Public Interest
Law plans on highlighting this
project in a future issue of their
national newsletter, and recently
one of the law clerk inmates has
sent us an appreciation letter for
the presentations.
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lective agreement regarding a
matter in dispute. The title of the
movement also suggests that its
mechanisms are not adversarial.
Not so, says Professor Meyer,
"arbitration, summary trials, private judging ... they are all adversarial."
Mediation, however, is
distinguishable from other types
of ADR. Meyer explained that its
goal is to involve the participation
of the parties who work toward
the creation of their own solution.
There is a fundamental value conflict between the means of adversarial dispute resolution and the

cooperation one finds in mediation. It tends to be cost effective
as a remedy to the problems associated with crowded courts and is
the preferred way to respond to
neighborhood and community
disputes. Mediation rests on values of religion and community
and calls upon substantive community values to apply toward
reaching resolution.
Nevertheless, Meyer
feels that mediation's success
may have sown the seeds of its
decline. For instance, mandated

See Seegers, page 6

State Court of Appeals
Hears Cases at Valpo
...

By Mike Thompson
Managing Editor
The Indiana Court of
Appeals heard oral arguments
in the Stride Courtroom of the
Law School on Tuesday, March
23. For over fifteen years the
Court has heard arguments at
the Law School at the invitation
of the legal fraternity Phi Delta
Phi.
Judges Robert H.
Staton, William I. Garrard, and
George B. Hoffman Jr. heard
the two cases that day, Prosser
v Waste Management, Inc. and
Spicer v Sebring Homes Corp.
The Prosser case centered around efforts by Waste
Management to operate a sanitary landfill in Gary, Indiana.
The
Indiana
Dept.
of
Environmental Management
(IDEM)
opposes
Waste
Management's efforts, and filed
for an injunction and sought
civil penalties for Waste

Management's failure to halt
construction on the site as
directed by IDEM. The trial
court granted partial summary
judgement in favor of Waste
Management.
Arguments focused
upon whether the trial court had
subject matter jurisdiction over
the dispute, whether IDEM's
claim was barred by an earlier
superior court decision, and
whether sanitary landfill permits "fun with the land."
The Spicer case was an
appeal from a judgement in
which the trial court ruled that
an employee of Sebring Homes
was not acting within the scope
of his employment when he
assaulted and battered Spicer.
Spicer claimed that
Sebring Homes was negligent
in its training and supervising
of its employees and should be
held responsible for the battery

See Court, Page 6
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Environmental Racism Project Update
By Kevin Anderson
News Editor

Career ServiceS Corner
By Gail Peshel

The Environmental Racism Project will present its student forum discussion on Wednesday, March 31, at 4 p.m. Student project participants will present an overview of issues concerning environmental
equity. They will discuss the fruits of their several months of research
and explore solution options.
The Practitioners Forum will take place at 5 p.m. in Tabor
Auditorium on Monday, April 19. Professors, grassroots activists,
practitioners and national figures on the subject will extend the project's analysis of the subject. Please mark your calendar and plan to
attend

1992 VUSL Employment
Statistics Released
With all the doom and
gloom printed about the job scene
in newspapers and magazines, I
thought you might be interested in
learning how Valpo's Class of
1992 fared. Each year the graduating class is surveyed in late
April and then a final survey is
mailed six months after graduation. Although this final survey is
sent to all recent graduates in
November, not everyone responds
promptly. Just recently we concluded our telephone campaign to
contact as many of the Class of
1992 as we possibly could. We
have now heard from 137 of the
143 graduates, and the responses
from that survey have been compiled. r d like to share some of
the fmdings with you.
...J
88% of the class is
employed and three other graduates are not seeking employment
...J
2 graduates went on to
obtain an advanced degree.
.Y
70% of the class entered
private practice.
...J
5 graduates joined finns
with over 50 lawyers
.Y
10 graduates joined

From The Dean's Desk
By Edward McGlynn Gaffney, Jr.
"Back in the good old
CIS" doesn't have quite the same
ring as "Back in the good old
USA." To tell the IWWla, I'm
glad to be "back home in
Indiana," but there are many reasons why I was glad to have visited
the
heart
of
the
Commonwealth of Independent
States last week.
I was obviously thrilled
to play a small part in assisting a
Committee of the Supreme Soviet
with proposed legislation on religious liberty. a task I never could
have imagined being invited to
undertake as recently as 2 or 3
years ago. After two days of conversations the head of the Russian
delegation announced that they
were withdrawing a highly controversial proposal to have all
religious groups register with the
Government in order to function
in Russia. That was progress,
since the proposal reminded
many of our Russian counterparts
of the Council on Religious
Affairs, the notorious agency of
the Communist regime that did its
level best for seventy years to
impose atheism as the official
State religion and to eliminate all
exercise of other religious convictions.
It was moving to learn
first hand of the survival of religious_faith from those who had
suffered incredible persecution at
the hands of their government,
including dissident Orthodox
priests such as Georgi Edelstein
and Gleb Yakunin - who wear
the scars of their years in the
Gulags - and Orthodox Jews
with whom I prayed last Shabbat.
On Wednesday four of us met
with the Patriarch of Moscow,
His Holiness Alexis II, who
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described in painful detail the
attempts of the State to destroy
the Orthodox Church in Russia,
from the notorious five year plan
of Stalin in 1932 to the promise
of Khrushchev to display "the last
living priest" in 1988.
In addition, it was exciting to witness the events of an
historic week for the ongoing
story of democracy in Russia. It
began on Saturday night with
President Boris Yeltsin •s speech
about the need for greater power
in a stronger executive, and

"It was moving to
learn r~rst hand of the
survival of religious
faith from those who
had suffered incredible persecution at the
hands of their government."
ended - at least for the moment
- a week later with two votes
that rejected attempts either to
impeach Yeltsin or to remove his
archrival, Ruslan Khasbulatov, as
Chairman of the Supreme Soviet.
Neither a supermajority in the
Congress could be mustered to
oust Yeltsin for violating the constitution, nor does Yeltsin have
the votes to govern effectively.
The result is Gridlocksky, with a
capital G.
The
Russian
Constitution gives legislative
authority to a Congress of
People's Deputies (with 1033
members), which in turn elects
from its own ranks a Supreme
Soviet or standing Parliament
(with 256 members). The last
elections occurred just three years
ago, which may sound recent

until one recalls that the
Communist regime still governed
then. For that reason the
Congress is currently composed
of a majority of old-line opponents of refonn. Yeltsin and his
backers have been pressing to
eliminate the Congress altogether. but last week shows that they
lack enough votes to do that. The
likelihood of Congressmen on
either side of the Atlantic who
have grown used to special perks
and privileges would soon vote
themselves out of office - or
even support limitations on their
terms of office- is not very
great.
So far as I could tell in a
brief visit, Yeltsin •s biggest problems are twofold. First, he has a
big credibility problem with the
people to whom he made an
unfulfillable promise that economic reform would result in
swift, palpable improvement of
their lot. Some economic commentators suggest that it would
be more realistic to expect change
of this sor(to need at least 15 to
20 years before it will be effective. I cannot predict the precise
timetable of events in Russia, any
more than I could have predicted
12 years ago that governance by
fiscal conservatives in our White
House would have produced $4
trillion of national debt. If massive potholes all over the streets
of Moscow are reliable indicators
of difficulties with the infrastructure, and if cracks in virtually
every windshield of every car I
rode in are clues of the difficulties of getting goods, it seems
clear that Yeltsin was mistaken in
getting people's expectations up
too high about the pace of
progress. One of the features of

See Dean, Page 11

firms with 11-49 lawyers
...J
59 graduates joined
frrms with 2-10 lawyers
...J
10 opened their own
offices
.Y
13% of the class joined
federal or state government agencies.
-,J
6% joined corporations.
-,J
5% are clerking for a
judge - at the federal or state
level.
...J
4% joined public interest
organizations .
.Y
1% joined the Army
Judge Advocate General Corps
and academic institutions respectively.
Graduates are working in
13 states, with the majority in the
Midwest. The states are: Indiana ; Washington, D.C.;
Arizona; Illinois; New Jersey;
California; Michigan; New
York; New Mexico; Wisconsin;
North Carolina; Ohio; Virginia
Only 27 graduates
reported salaries. Because of the
low number, the salary ranges this
year may not be indicative of the
true ranges. Salaries ranged from
$10,000 (plus a percentage of
money made on assigned cases) to
$52,000. Regardless of how
many graduates report, salaries
always vary depending on the

type of practice .
Law Firms with 2-10 attorneys:
$10,000+ to $36,000
with 11-25 attorneys:
$25,000 to $52,000
with over 50 attorneys:
$48,000 to $50,000
Judicial Clerkshi ps:
$27,500 to $33,000
Prosecution: $20,500
Public Interest: $18,720
to $21,900
Military: $24,000

Please consider this an
encouragement to complete an
employment questionnaire in
April- every class will be surveyed Our responses to employment questions are only as good
as the data provided by the current
students. Next year's entering
class will be interested in learning
summer employment statistics
from this year's 1Ls; the Class of
1995 will be interested in learning
about second-summer job-search
successes, and the Class of 1994
will be interested in learning what
types of positions were accepted
by the graduating class. Better
accuracy is attained when
everyone answers questionnaires - our statistics can then
be based on responses from
eyeqope in each class.
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The Right Side
By Daniel Buksa
Editor

WE STANV

UfOUR
CW16tNAL STORY....
GM TRUC16 CAN
BLOW UP IN

YOUR FACE!

Pilgrim In An Unholy Land
By Mike Thqmpson
Managfug Editor

Lighten Up, Folks!
During the three years
that I was Editor of the Eureka
College Pegasus, I rarely saw a
week go by when I didn't write
something that ticked someone
off. In fact, it became somewhat
of a standing joke with my friends.
As I went to my mailbox each
day, I would wonder who I had
offended with my editorial. Each
time the phone rang, I wondered
who was going to scream at me
because I had been insensitive
again. Every time I got a letter in
campus mail with the return
address of "Office of the
President," I wondered whether I
had finally gone too far. My
friends would feign surprise whenever someone wrote in to compliment me for what a good job I was
doing, and we all made plans for
the day when a mob of disgruntled
readers would storm my office and
try to take me prisoner.
Yet in spite of all the joking that surrounded my "hate
mail," I took it all very seriously.
When I entered into the editorship,
I had no illusions about pleasing
everyone with everything that I
wrote, but I tried my hardest to
make sure that there was something for everyone in each issue of

the paper. That hate mail was my
· way of seeing whether I was
achieving my goal. Sometimes
the letters were very constructive
and helpful. Sometimes they were
just plain insulting. I was called a
lot of things in that hate mail, and
I guess that I've actually been
some of those things. Over time
one becomes used to abuse, so I
learned to take it all in stride.
Well, either the callouses
have begun to wear off, or the hate
mail is no longer as constructive.
Before writing this column I read
through the double fistful of hate
mail that has been sent to The
Forum this year. Trust me when I
say that it's all starting to get real
old to me.
Let me preface this by
saying that not all of the letters
The Forum has received this year
are the targets of this column.
Some of you wrote in because you
were upset about one thing or
another that you saw in print. You
pointed it out to us, and you
offered advice for change. This
has been helpful, and The Forum
has responded in an effort to
improve the paper. Some of you,
though, have really got a problem.!' m serious, folks, many
of you really need to lighten up!
If you want an example of what
I'm talking about, just take a look
at the March 17th issue. The first
letter to the editor is about an item

in the Table of Contents that was
intended to be a joke. The author
of the letter read the seven-word
item, and from that she concluded
that The Forum is advocating the
suppression of women everywhere. I read the first two paragraphs of that letter, and I had to
sit down and catch my breath.
The conclusions that were being
drawn in that letter from our little
joke would take a normal person
years of therapy before he or she
could even think them up.
Next, I came across a letter from a chap who apparently
believes that The Forum is the root
of all evil in the world. That letter
is followed by one that starts out
talking about the "baseless, unintelligent viewpoints" of our paper.
Gee whiz, ladies and
gentlemen, what is your problem?
If you're going to get this worked
up over stuff like this, then don't
even bother taking the Bar Exam,
'cause there's just no way you're
going to be able to handle the
stress of being an attorney. You
simply shouldn't take life too seriously.
Granted, the things we
discuss in this paper are important,
and there are differing views on
each subject Don't feel the need
to write in and call us a bunch of
nasty names, though, just because
you don't agree with something

See Pilgrim, Page 6

*I believe that the people o
the community are eminently
capable of governing themselves
in most aspects of life.
*I believe that the best government is the government that
uses its powers the least.
*I believe that the most effective government is the level of
governm.ent that is the closest to
the people that it represents.
*I believe that the unalienable
right to property entitles people
to acquire, use, and dispose of
that property as they see fit.
*I believe that government
should not interfere with a person's property, nor their attempts
to gain it, unless said property
was acquired by direct and discernible harm to another.
*I believe that since the people are eminently capable of providing for their needs and governing themselves, that the government shall not steal said person's property, except so as to
provide for the very few things
that the individual person cannot
do for himself.
*I believe that the currency o
the community should be solid
and sound. There is nothing
more solid and sound than gold.
*I believe that a country
should have the strongest possible defenses at all times (perhaps
the only thing that a central level
of government is justified in providing). That this defense should
be employed swiftly and decisively whenever the interests of
the country are even remotely
threatened. And that the interests
of the country stem mainly from
the people's entrepreneurial pursuit of property.
*Finally, I believe that in the
entire history of the world, only
the United States of America has
come closest to embodying these
values and is thus the greatest
nation ever to exist And, that all
enemies of America, be they foreign or domestic, who tread upon
these values will be met and
opposed on all actual and figurative battlefields to the last effort
and to the greatest extreme. So
help me God.

This is it. My farewell column, after having written at least
one editorial in every issue for
the past three years, except the
first issue. I must admit that I
really enjoyed the experience;
law school would have been a lot
more boring and tedious without
The Forum.
The reason why I write is
because I believe that the important issues of the day should be
brought into the light of day - discussed and debated. It is part of
the democratic process which I
value so dearly. It is a process
that I once before took an oath to
defend to the death - a process
that I will once again affum by
oath as I become an officer of
this nation's courts.
Om nation has prospered, and
our world with it, because of our
commitment to freedom. Ideas
such as freedom of speech and
press have also made this country
spiritually healthy. Only when
thought is controlled and ideas
prohibited from dissemination
will our country cease to be great.
I sincerely believe that the
values I hold are right and proper.
I also believe that these values
are not reserved for me alone,
hence my desire to share them
with you. In a sense, what I am
now writing should have been my
first column - letting you know
where I am coming from. Suffice
to say, this is my Testament of
Faith.
*I believe that a Supreme
Being whom I call God exists
and that He created us and sent
His son to us for our salvation.
*I believe that we are to glorify the name of God and to serve
Him. We are to conduct ourselves according to the commandments which He has given
us.
*I believe that there are definite standards of right and wrong
and that we are to do that which
is right. We know what is right
by reading His word and by utilizing the reason that He gave us.
*I believe that all human
beings are equal in that they have
***
an unalienable right to their lives,
their liberty, and their property. Some thoughts on this school..
What the individual does with It has been very convenient for
these rights varies according to me to attend Valpo. Ov"erall, this
the motivation of the individual.
has been a positive learning expe*I believe that we are commu- rience for me. Unfortunately,
nal beings who come together in much of my learning has
society for our mutual benefit. occurred in reaction to things I
And, for our benefit, we form find negative.
governments to do those things
First, this school purports to
which we cannot do for our- be a Christian school. Yet, I saw
selves.
more Christianity in the Buddhist
*I believe, nevertheless, that society of Korea than I see here.
the individual retains sovereignty Why should a Christian feel good
from the community and the about this school when the majorcommunity retains sovereignty ity of its administration, faculty,
from its government.
and students place little or no
*I believe that the government value upon human life?
obtains its authority from the
Furthermore, this school is
consenting community, and that sadly lacking in diversity. There
the community can dissolve the happens to be not a single, congovernment at any time, for any servative faculty member. The
reason, and by whatever means
See Right Side, Page 6
necessary.
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To The Editor...
History Will Judge
The Forum Well

desire for the improvement of the
school.
Last April, I had to register for
my
classes for the fall semester.
Dear Editor:
As
a
second year law student, we
I want to congratulate
are
required
to take two practical
you and your staff on the fine
classes,
Constitutional
Law and
work you have done to produce a
Evidence.
Unfortunately,
I was
student newspaper of outstanding
also
required
to
take
a
legal
perquality.
My
question
is:
spective
class.
Several faculty and stuWhat
is
a
legal
perspective
class
dents have leveled considerable,
and sometimes bitter and trite and what purpose will it serve
criticism at the Forum for its con- me? I chose Law and Economics
servative bent I will even agree with Professor Brietzke. In colwith them in some respects, such lege, I received a liberal arts eduas the paper's endorsement of cation where I was forced to take
fringe presidential candidate classes such as Law and
Economics. My decision to
Howard Phillips.
But where were the lib- attend law school was based on a
eral critics when the Forum was a desire to improve on my employment opportunities as well as job
60's, 70's, or early 80's left wing
rag? And I do mean rag - in security. In my opinion, classes
quality and content, the paper such as Law and Economics and
often looked like it was put Legal Process should be relegattogether by a bunch of pot-smok- ed to elective status; if a person
ing hippies. I guess that was· OK. wants to register for these classTo hell with quality - so long as es, he will be able to. Because I
am forced to take classes of this
the liberals were in charge.
I have yet to read in this nature, it precludes me from
year's Forum a letter from stu- being able to take more practical
dents, faculty, or the Dean that classes with my limited allotment
compliments the newspaper on of credit hours. I think it is kind
quality of publication. By that, I of ironic that classes such as premean layout, design, length, size trial, trial practice, and corporaof staff, variety of contributions, tions (spring semester) close out
while classes such as Law and
etc.--categories that win newspaEconomics
have students that
per awards. I have read dozens
would
attend
the class maybe
of law school newspapers from
once
or
twice
a
semester.
across the country, and this
A
criticism
concerning both
year's Forum could compete with
Law
and
Economics
and Local
the best of them.
Government
concerns
the quality
I can't say I'm surof
teaching.
Knowledge
of the
prised. When I was Editor, the
to
convey
this
law
\
and
an
ability
Forum won third place in the
knowledge
are
two
different
national
American
Bar
things. In the real world, an
Association law school newspaemployer
always monitors the
per contest for best overall newsperfonnance
of the employee. In
paper. Of course, we received
little or no recognition from the my two years at this school, I
have yet to see anyone evaluate
students, faculty, or administration. They instead pined for the the performance of our profesgood old days when the Forum sors. Interestingly, the school has
was in the hands of the liberals- decided to raise tuition 8%
the paper was rarely published because of "the fine quality of
and looked like it should be lin- academic education". How
would this school know about the
ing a bird cage, but it was in good
fine
quality of education if they
hands, then.
never
evaluate the perfonnance
Keep up the good work,
of
the
professors? Teaching is a
Dan and company. Let your critskill
that
is required in law
ics carp and whine. And let the
school-If
it was not required,
judges at national newspaper
than we would be able to learn
competitions, who know something about quality journalism, the law from books without havhave the final word. History will ing to pay $12,000 a year.
I commend the school's initiatreat you well.
tive for hiring Professor Hatcher
Sincerely, to teach the Local Government
Allen Fore class. A fonner mayor is an ideal
Attorney at Law candidate to teach a local governForum Editor-in-Chief, 1988-91 ment class. However, the class
was an extreme disappointment.
Better Class Eval- I would like to add one major
uation Needed
criticism to Mr. Klein's grievances concerning this class.
Although most law exams are
To the Editor:
essay oriented, Professor
In a recent issue of The
Hatcher's exams were multiple
Forum, Deven Klein wrote an choice and true/false. Unlike
article discussing his disappointother multiple choice exams, the
ment in taking two classes, Local 'fllultiple choice questions were
Government and Law and based on the actual holdings from
Economics. As a fellow "victhe cases in the book instead of
tim", I would like to concur with
the rules of law. In evaluating
the grievances of Mr. Klein.
the nature of the exams, it is very
Whenever an article is written
conceivable that a junior high
concerning the administrative
student would do better on this
staff or school policy, it is imper- exam than a law student. The
ative that it does not come over exam required little intellias being vindicative. My goal in
genc~J ust an ability to memocriticizing these two classes and rize. Since Professor Hatcher is a
school policy in general is the new teacher in the school, I

By Dave Richards
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would think it would be appropriate for the school to evaluate his
performance-The administration never did.
For the spring semester, I have
enrolled
in
Professor
Hollenbach's Land Use class.
Professor Hollenbach is the previous teacher of the Local
Government class. Despite the
fact that the class meets at 7:30 in
the morning on Tuesday and
Thursday, the class has an enrollment of over 50 people. The
major reasons for the high enrollment is because of the practical
nature of the class and the quality
of the teaching. Ironically, there
are a good number of people in
this class that took Professor
Hatcher's Local Government
class. The subject of the class
requires Professor Hollenbach to
refer to legal concepts about
Local Government Sadly, I am
learning more about Local
Government in Professor
Hollenbach's class than I did in
Professor Hatcher's class.
My intention in writing this
article is for the administration to
evaluate the classes and the
teachers in the school. The better
the classes and faculty, the better
the reputation the school will
have.
Respectfully,

Adam Karp, 2L

Forum Editor is a
Lunatic
Dear Dan,
Since I was the person who
brought the proposal to change
the editor selection process, I felt
compelled to respond to your last
editorial. I don't consider myself
to be a "radical, leftist" who is
"devoid of honor and integrity,"
maliciously slandering you in
public. None of us who made the
proposal fit this description. One
of the points you made is that a
good attorney always checks the
facts first. So does a good journalist.
The proposal began when a
group of students who were dismayed by the Forum, decided to
see what their options were to
restore objectivity and ensure that
everyone who wanted to apply
for editor would have an opportunity. We believe that the paper

represents the school and therefore there should be some outside
review of the editor selection
rather than the previous editor
choosing the next editor. Our
proposal was that a committee,
including the editor, would allow
those on the Forum to submit
their name to a committee, to be
chosen objectively by certain criteria. The difference was that
more than just the editor would
choose based on the advice of the
editorial board.
We wanted the least restrictive
means possible and to hopefully
avoid a fight. Our group asked
me to approach you personally.
When I asked you, you agreed to
submit names to a selection committee. But the next week I was
informed that the "conservatives"
were going to fight any such
efforts.
So next I gave our proposal to
the SBA. It was hard to speak.
Much of the debate was between
the representatives and the conservatives. Neither my group nor
anyone else, and as far as I can
ascertain, ever said anything
about you personally.
I didn't know that I was
required to speak to show that
I'm not a coward. I missed the
first meeting due to an emergency. But I did attend the other
meetings to represent our group,
and spoke briefly at the end.
You don't like people to
attack you, yet you do it yourself.
What derogatory comment will
be at the end of my letter? Its sad
that you use your position to
attack others personally.
It sounds like you suffer from
chronic delusions Dan. If you
feel you can change and need
help, see a psychiatrist. But
please, stay away from the
Prozac.
How does it feel Dan?
Dale Stache, 2L

Thank you, Forum
I wish to express my thanks
to Dan Buksa and The Forum
staff for providing a stimulating
and balanced newspaper where
students are encouraged to contribute their views without fear of
editorial revision. It has been a
long time since I've been able to
read an entire newspaper without
falling asleep.
Doug Rooks, 3L

Use Your Voice
Dearest Editor:
In response to my last letter to the
Editor...
The intention of that letter was to
compel students to become
involved in infonning the faculty
and administration of what their
needs and concerns are.
Professor Blomquist did not need
me representing him. My fellow
students have their own voices.
"The Administration" does not
plot to rid us of outstanding
instructors and an important curriculum.
I was caught up in carrying forward the student voice, but represented it poorly. Please take my
encouragement and let your faculty advisors know what courses
you would like to see, and which
teachers are worthy of continued
employment at this institution.
My voic~ will never do yours justice. It is me I represent and no
other. Or as /ago would say:
"Good name in man and
woman, dear my lord,
Is the immediate jewel
of their souls:
Who steals my purse
steals trash; 'tis s o m e t h i n g ,
nothing;
'Twas mine, 'tis his, and
has been slave to thousands;
But he that fiches from
me my good name
Robs me of that which
not enriches him
And makes me poor
indeed.
from Othello,
Shakespeare

by William

Informatively yours,
Kip Winters

Forum Not Funny
I did not find The Forum's
caption of a "gutted" Heimlich
Hall in the last issue of your ribald rag am using at all. As a
member of horizontally-challenged class, I believe The Forum
needs to be more sensitive to
these weighty issues.
-Name withheld upon request
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More Letters
To The Editor
ONE OF LIFE'S
GREATEST MYSTERIES
Dear Editor:
One of the last things I wanted
to do before graduating from this
fine institution was to write an
article for The Forum. I wanted
this one article to have a great
deal of meaning to all students.
Therefore, I set out to answer one
of life's greatest mysteries. The
three greatest mysteries left to be
solved include, 1) Is there intelligent life beyond earth, 2) Which
came first, the chicken or the egg,
and finally the mystery of 3)
Why in the world do we fill out
faculty evaluations?
Those of you new to the
process probably diligently fill
out those forms at the end of the
semester and many of you probably take the time to write comments about how the course
could be improved to the individual professors. You will soon
learn that this effort is a waste of
time. I've learned that the most
enjoyable part of faculty evaluations is making up names to put
on the signature line. [My
favorites include, Bob Knight,
Joey Buttafucco and Mike Fine.]
I can imagine the professors put
as much energy into reading
these evaluations as re-reading
last semester's exams.
For example, I was in a small
class Fall semester of my second
year and was disappointed with
how the class was taught and the
materials used in the course.
Therefore, at the end of the year I
filled out the evaluation and
included a detailed written comment about how the class could
be improved. I then asked a
majority of the class if they had
expressed the same feelings
about the class on their evaluations and almost everyone had
the same opinion. Basically, the
consensus was that the class definitely needed some overall
changes to actually be worth the
amount of money we are charged
to enroll in the course.
Surprisingly enough, when the
class was again offered this year,
nothing had changed not even the
syllabus. If this particular class
had been a product I had purchased at Wal-Mart it would have
been returned without any questions asked.
My goal for this article was
not to simply criticize the current
method but to offer an alternative
method to the current faculty
evaluation system. The first part
of the proposal involves forming
a student/faculty committee to
read over all of the evaluations
from the student body. Both the
students and the professors, or
whomever reads over the evaluations from the faculty, would
read over the evaluations and
pick out certain representative
comments from the evaluations.
Therefore, if a certain pattern
develops in the comment section,
such as poor materials, relevance
of the class, teaching style, this
fact would come to the attention
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of the committee members. I
realize that this might cause some
concern for certain professors but
hopefully this would begin the
stimulus for a change in certain
classes. We, as students, are paying an exorbitant amount for
these classes and should be given
the most for our money .[Seeing
as we will be paying for this legal
education well into the year
2060.]
Second, I recommend the publishing of a book, nothing fancy
just some xeroxed sheets, giving
general information about the
evaluations. The information
would include the professors
name, the course being taught,
the materials used, and the grade
distribution from the last time the
professor taught the course. In
addition, select comments, both
gQQd and h&l. would be included
to actually help those of us registering for the upcoming semester
valuable comments about the
upper level classes and the individual professors teaching style.
Lets face it, the majority of us
know more about the point
spread in the upcoming night's
game than the courses we register
for.
The next question is where
would the money come for this
booklet. Instead of publishing
the criminal line-up pictures of us
in the photo directory, the money
from the photo directory book
could be used for this evaluation
booklet which would be much
more beneficial to the student
body.[Actually the photo directory book is good for cutting your
picture out of and putting on the
MPRE admission ticket.]
Therefore, a plain and simple
solution exists to fix the current
faculty evaluation system. The
best way to have this implemented is to hit the faculty administrators where they must listen, in the
pocketbook. Soon after graduation you to will begin to receive
the calls requesting donations to
your institution of higher learning. I for one am all for donating
money to colleges and universities. [This is provided I have a
job because if not I may be calling them for a donation] The
answer is to make your donation
contingent upon a change in the
current system of faculty evaluations. Without this change, you
will not donate any money.
Hopefully, this action will force
the administration to change the
current faculty evaluation system.
[Next article will explain the
mysteries behind the constant
awful smell in the Men's bathroom and why in the world we
have to pay for xerox copies in
classes we enrolled for when we
pay $400 per credit hour for the
course.]
-Chriss Walter, 3L
What: 3L Public Interest Grant
How Much: $6,000
Why: To Encourage 3L 's to
Accept Public Interest Jobs
Administrator: Lavezzorio or
Wehling (neither are sure)
Deadline: April16, 1993
At first, it may not seem to be
a major concern for the job-hungry 3L's, but if you take a closer
look, as we have, something does
not smell right about this. First of
all, notice the April 16, 1993

deadline. Yes, April 16! No, we
don't expect the program administrators to rethink this deadline in
light of the fact that the public
interest fmns which have posted
job openings at the law school job
board, and with which we have
interviewed, will not be making
offers to ANYONE until after the
April 16 application deadline.
When asked about this deadline,
Wehling stressed the fact that this
grant was meant to reward the
diligent, persistent job seeker.
We agree that the job search
requires diligence, but pressuring
a potential employer to make a
decision before they are ready
could prove fatal.
In today's market, most public
interest organizations are uncertain about plans to expand their
staff. Their hiring steps are more
involved than those of private
firms especially since they
receive a large part of their funding from the federal government
and must comply with all the necessary governmental red tape.
Most public interest fums hire on
an as needed basis.
. What the effect of this early
deadline means for all of those
who are anticipating or awaiting a
decision from a public interest
firm is that they, like us, will be
unable to qualify for this grant.
Not on the merits mind you, but
because of an administrative decision that the time period between
April 16 and May 3 is needed to
choose the 3 lucky winners. I
guess this amount of time is not
unreasonable considering that last
year a total of 3 students applied
so quite a
bit of time is needed to review
applications. Missed deadlines,
incomplete application forms, or
other errors on the student's part
are logical reasons to restrict a
student from competing. But to
in effect punish those who are
dedicated enough, yet unfortunate
enough to apply and be at the
mercy of the administration is
patently unfair.
We're sure you're thinking,
don't tell us, tell the administration. The sad fact is that when the
alleged administrator in charge,
Wehling, was questioned about
the early deadline date, she
answered that this was a new program in its early stages and every
program has its glitches. She also
implied that the earlier deadline,
the fewer the applicants, the fewer
the people they would have to
turn away. She said that the
school didn't want that many people to apply, and later tried to
retract that statement by saying
she had been misunderstood and
did not mean anything by this.
Unfortunately, we can only go by
what she has said. We have no
idea what she means.
The bigger problem surrounding this grant lies in the fact that
Valparaiso advertises this grant in
their law school recruitment
materials to attract students interested in public service. However,
the administrators have neglected
to add in the fine print the fact
about only wanting a few to
apply. In addition, this program
is only a symptom of the larger
problems at Valparaiso. Too
much staff, time, and energy is
spent on recruiting potential students yet the same students once
accepted seem to be forgotten and
administrators seem to lose interest once our loan checks are safely in their hands. Where should
we go to address our grievances??
We've spent 3 years trying to figure this out!!
-Jennifer Freeman, 3L
-Carol Montavon, 3L

From The Editor
In the last issue of The Forum, Garth Snider posed five queries on
abortion in an article entitled "The Six of Spades." His questions
necessitate this response.
Answer 1
Although not a part of positive law, the founding of this nation was
predicated upon an unalienable right to life. See the Declaration o
Independence. Those who do not believe in this unalienable right, and
corresponding rights such as the right to procreate, are welcome to live
in communist China, where the government forced women to have
abortions as a means of population control.
ebuttal Query: Given a cost-benefit analysis, does a "birthed" child
have the right to subject a "non-birthed" child to a lower standard o
living? And since the "birthed" child has not yet reached its full
''potential," why not abort it before it reaches adulthood?
Answer 2
One does not need to be murdered to know that murder is wrong.
Likewise, one does not need to have ovaries and an uterus to know
that abortion is the pre-meditated, willful destruction of a living being.
Answer3
The humanity of the unborn child is the anchor argument of the prolife coalition. Adoption is but one alternative to abortion. The
National Adoption Association says that every newborn child, regardless of race or handicap, is wanted.
Answer4
Self-discipline and obedience to Divine Authority used to be a societal
norm. For some, it still remains an important vehicle in attaining salvation. For intolerant, radical, leftist, anti-Catholic bigots, it apparently is not.
AnswerS
As the moral fabric of our society is ripped further apart each day, a
decision regarding abortion does indeed have lasting repercussions.
The murder and mayhem on our city streets intensifies as our society
continues to de-value human life. The deck has been stacked against
us, and our society is about to fold its hand.
ebuttal Query: Which group is next in line to find that it is no
longer constitutionally entitled to life because another, more elite
group is inconvenienced by their existence? The Elderly? The retarded and mentally ill? The handicapped? Jews Again? Catholics
Again?
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Also in last issue, two assistant Forum editors, Courtney Jones and
Helen Contos, expressed their concern over the content of The Forum.
One of their concerns was over the traditional gossip column, "Heard
in the Halls." Gossip is of dubious entertainment value, especially
when malicious. Their point is well taken. The "Heard in the Halls"
column has been suspended indefmitely.
These women are out of line and off base over their concern about
editorial content however, specifically regarding abortion. If they
were to read the op-ed pages of media icons such as The New York
Times or The Washington Post, they would find that viewpoints are
especially "ridiculously slanted" on the abortion issue there too.
Columnists such as Anna Quindlen, who advocates a totally unfettered
access to abortion and Phylis Schlafley, who opposes abortion, make
their points on these pages in forceful and very certain terms. In fact,
syndicated columnists such as the liberal Mike Royko are seldom, ·
ever, "diplomatic" as advocated by Ms. Jones and Ms. Contos. And
believe it or not, pointed, acerbic viewpoints can not only be informative, but helpful in defining an issue of public concern.
Finally, some students still don't understand. The Forum has published every single viewpoint submitted to it this year. The efforts o
several students to control the editorial content of The Forum under
the pretense of having SBA appoint the editor is not only deceitful, but
does indeed make those students radical, leftist cultural barbarians. I
have never initiated an attack on a named student. I do reserve the
right to defend my honor and integrity in proportional degree to the
attack on me in any letter to the editor. I fmd it very revealing that a
student who was never named, nor referred to, finds it necessary to
launch a vitriolic ad hominem attack on me. Such defensiveness can
only be inferred as a sign of guilt. I have bent over backwards to be
fair with The Forum this year, but I will never relinquish my right to
express my point of view. H anyone doesn't like that, they can go to
hell.
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Pilgrim, From Page 3
we've said. Want to express your
views? Great! we·d love to hear
from you, but take a chill pill or
two before you start writing,
okay?
Think of it this way.... In
which of the following situations
are you most likely to change your
ways: when someone quietly
approaches you and suggests that

you do something differently, or
when someone gets right in your
face and starts calling you names?
Those of us on The
Forum staff put a lot of effort into
our little paper. We put long
hours into the planning, writing,
editing and layout of each and
every issue. I'm proud of the
work I've done on this paper, and

it disturbs me to have to deal with
a bunch of senseless distractions
as I'm trying to do my job. I don't
want to discourage people from
writing when they have genuine
concern - in fact, I want to enemaage it What I want to stop is the
knee-jerk, name-calling that is
directed toward a newspaper rve
grown rather fond of.

Seegers, From Page 1
mediation as it is employed in
states like Michigan, is self
defeating. The mandate itself
defeats the notion of a nurtured
good faith effort to try to reach an
amicable agreement In addition,
a mediator is incapable of equalizing an imbalance of power like
a judge can. Further, scholars like
Owen Fisk of Yale view mediation as a threat to public values
where it sacrifices justice for the
sake of agreement.
Critics, Meyer noted,
further stress that in a pluralistic
society it is ineffective to resort to
the virtues of community values
to resolve disputes. Law is in fact
the glue that holds a pluralistic
society together and its implementation is necessary to maintain peace and order. Such application of the rule of law requires
resort to the courts to maintain its
legitimacy.
The Professor dealt with
diverse topics like feminist philosophy and the dispute over the
propriety of a shift toward the
mediation alternative just at a
time when oppressed populations
have gained a foothold and a
voice in the adversary system.
Despite notions of shared values,
communities tend to exclude one
another.
Professor Meyer
stressed that under certain circumstances, such as serious crim-

in 1964). As expected, his razor
sharp intellect and tremendous
knowledge continue to impress
when he is put to his proofs.
As we exited the auditorium Ken Pilota mentioned that it
was indeed a pleasure for him to
attend an AI Meyer lecture without worrying about establishing
eye contact with the speaker. "H
he called on me today I just
would have respectfully passed,"
Ken exclaimed.
The
message
of
Professor Meyer's lectures for
students is clear. Under certain
circumstances, the performance
of our duties in relation to our
obligation to our client may benefit from our willingness to resort
to methods of Alternative Dispute
Resolution. We must be willing
to shed our adversarial, attorney's
veneer in dealing with the advocates of an adverse position.
Developing an efficient ability to
identify when the time is ripe to
resort to ADR may be essential to
the maintenance of a successful
practice in the years to come.
Alternative Dispute Resolution is
clearly part of the future of
American law practice. As
Professor Meyer indicated, those
who are responsive to its application will benefit in the long run.
Thanks for the advice,
Professor; we've missed you.

inal prosecutions, mediation is
not the answer.
In conclusion, and skipping the sexy stuff in the interest
of time, Professor Meyer
explained, "to adjudicate or to
mediate, that is not the question."
The systems are not mutually
exclusive but must survive
together. "It is not the adversary
system which is the culprit but
the abuse of that system" according to Meyer. He stressed, nevertheless, that all disputes do not
require adjudication such as circumstances involving a lasting
relationship between the parties.
The real world is the field upon
which our society plays and its
mechanisms must be developed
to deal with real life considerations. Further development and
employment of the mediation
method of dispute resolution presents a partial answer to some of
our current problems.
The second lecture was
followed by a fifteen minute period during which the Professor
fielded questions from around the
auditorium. Many in attendance
observed that, while the lecture
was fascinating, Professor Meyer
was clearly in his element in the
role of advocate. As he stated at
the outset, he was in familiar surroundings in an unfamiliar role
(his last official lecture took place

Court, From Page 1
and allegedly-malicious criminal prosecution which followed.
Arguments centered
upon whether it was proper for
the court to grant judgement on
the evidence and whether the
court erred in refusing to give
Spicer's tendered jury instructions.

Following each argument, the Court entertained
questions from the audience
relating to the cases and to the
general practice of law. In
addition to the students who
were present, the audience during the Prosser argument also

Professional document services.
Whatever the document,

"Lecw~ ~ wi£11; 8eaNer!"
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contained concerned local citizens.
The annual visit by the
Court is planned to coincide
with the time that lL 's are
preparing for their oral argument in the Appellate Advocacy
classes.

1993

Right Side, From
Page3
way law is taught here is aimed
at empowering the state, not the
individual. It is geared to redistributing property from those
who have earned it to those who
have not In short. the results of
the method in which law is taught
here is what leads most people to
despise lawyers.
The few conservative students
are denied funding for their
group, and when they dare raise
their voices to express their opinion, they are threatened with
intimidation and censorship so as
to shut them up.
Another area of concern is the
school's recognition, or lack
thereof, in the legal community.
The latest national law school
rank:ings have us lower than last
year. Why? This is not an Ivy-

League school. We need to be
doing things better than everyone
else just to remain respectable.
More revealing of this school's
predicament is why the SBA is
having such a difficult time in
finding a notable person to speak
at commencement. Does Valpo
have that poor of a reputation?
There are positive things
about this school. Despite philosophical differences, everyone
remains mostly civil. Professors
are for the most part competent
and accessible. We have a nice
building.
We can't continue along,
however, smiling and thinking
that nothing is wrong. It is time
for action. I have done what I
could; it is your turn now.

LINCOLNWAY-,S
UNIQUE TOUCH
114 East Lincolnway
462-0291
Full Service Unisex Salon
VlU §~uncdl~rm~ 15% Discount
On .all Products and Services

5 FREE Sessions With
Tanning Package
(15 Total for $25. 00)

--*--

Free Redken Shades
Color/Highlights With
Any Redken Perm.
Thes -- Thurs -- Fri - 10-6
Wed - 12-8 -- Saturday - 10-3

8eaNer ~S8nl~
prepares resumes and cover letters
and provides print merging and mailing services,
if you have many to send,
and we print with laser printers.
Our work is professional and confidential.
Our service is responsive and unsurpassable.
Our office is convenient and accessible.
Give us a call!
We specialize in term papers. briefs and resumes.

2307 Roosevelt
Valparaiso, IN 46383
4U3033
4n-4433 (FAX)

7~

464-3033
(We're only a few minutes north of campus on Roosevelt)
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In The Eye of The Storm Thanks Everyone
By Patrick G. McCarthy
Viewpoints Editor
Conversation, constructive engagement. dialogue. debate,
and expression of viewpoints are
words describing my goal in writing. I set out to write about an
idea in a tone conveying not only
my beliefs, but also to influence
yours. However, dear readers, I
do not seek to offend, degrade or
impugn the integrity of any
Valparaiso student
I have never submitted
letters or written pieces that
attacked the humanity or dignity
of any peer. I have disagreed with,
pointed out conflicts in, or demonstrated irrationalities on given
positions. I may even have
engaged in hyperbole or exaggeration to make political points, but I
never lowered myself to irrelevant
name-calling or pornographic
humiliation of any person at this
law school. I never will - at least
locally.
There is always the temptation to get really nasty in a controversial article. To go overboard
and point out obvious or physical
flaws in a critic is a base desire
when putting a response or initial
volley together for publication.
Sometimes even I fail. I ultimate-

ly believe, however, the issues
ought to remain in the foreground.
This rule should guide anyone
who uses the pen and is especially
important for the law student.
We are embarked on a
life of writing; for the courts, for
our clients, for corporations and
for political persuasion. Some of
us may even be cursed with writing a book or two. All we have as
the measure of our worth will be
results of our writing. We can be
the most eloquent and extravagant
rhetorician upon the courtroom
stage, but if our briefs and notes
are flawed we will have wasted
our client's time and money. Our
lives should be shaped by a commitment to effective, responsible
and purposeful intercourse.
Long before Legal
Writing, I learned that to construct
effective expression is to continually reduce writing to the barest
thought. Keep unity. Parse out
frivolity. Avoid foolish emotionalism and continually echo the
point. Create one line. with a
beginning, a middle and an end
brought back to the beginning. An
arid, utilitarian circle.
To my fttst year friends,
you should do well on your briefs.
The skills you learn under the
Strauble-Vance-Collins & T.A.

method are invaluable but continue to refine and broaden those
assets. Never lock onto one discipline. Purchase a Harcourt/Brace
primer on grammar and stick it
between your Blue Book and
Roget's. I am told by lawyers that
if you never present even a good
brief to an old Irish judge taught
English by Catholic nuns, you will
continue to do well. There are
some expectations you can never
meet.
Finally, I try to improve
writing skills not only by seeking
more perfect models in literature,
but by examining the worst. I
have read briefs from seasoned
attorneys containing structural
flaws detectable by high school
freshmen. All of. us read opinions
by judges who say in ten sentences
what can be said jn two. And
through various styles of writing in
the Forum, I see even upper year
students feebly expressing opinions unheard above the forceful
din of their immature emotionalism. I try to avoid similar mistakes, but when I fail, let us discuss the matter.
.
I only hope to learn from
those of you whose writings I envy
and to more effectively express to
all of you the views I hold in high
regard. Enough said.

Briefs, Billiards, Breaks,
Beer and Bubbas!
By Charlie White
Asst. Viewpoints Editor
Little Suzi the sophomore is so
excited, for it is Thanksgiving break and
she is getting picked up by her parents to
go back home for a fun filled Turkey dinner. She is in bliss because finals are a
"world" away ...four weeks!
Randy the "Psycho" is my next
door neighbor in the dorms (Yes, I'm a
dormie, with a bunch of little young punks
telling me I can't have females in my
room past 12p.m.). Every evening at
about 11:30, just as I gently close my eyes
to go to sleep and think about pleasant
things from my pre-Valpo years, the
phone rings next door. Randy briskly
picks up the phone and answers: "What the
F#@k do you want?" The rest of the
evening then is spent listening to a constant stream of profanities and shrill co-ed
screams next door - what a nice little
"church" school Valpo is! Anyway,
Randy "The Psycho" stumbles off for
Spring break Saturday morning in a
drunken stuper. I imagine that when he
gets home he '11 crash in the door, plop his
big body on the couch, turn on the tube,
grab a beer, and belch out profanities all
day ...ah ...the life of an undergrad!
Enter Chuckie, just "a good ol' boy
never mean in' no harm" law student.
Chuckie dreads the break, for it marks the
beginning(or the larval stage) of his appellate brief. Chuckie stays the fttst weekend
of spring break so he can churn out a
thousand more worthless cases off
Westlaw (Oh, I better not say that too
loud - this could mean toner cartridge
rationing). Chuckie tries to go out and
have fun in Merrillville, drink a little beer,
and do a little very bad dancing. While
he's at the bar, he sees a gorgeous woman
from behind. As he approaches her... Oh
God! It's my barber. And now she's

telling me that I didn't put enough gel on
that patch in the back.
Chuckie says 'I want to go
home.' So he goes home, expecting the
whole family and the golden retriever to
be huddled together at the front door with
the welcome mat(Similar to the Royal
treatment given to little Suzi). In reality,
Chuckie comes home ... Mom's at choir
practice, Dad's in Mexico on business,
and Emily's on a date with one of her ten
meathead boyfriends. All that remains is
the dog, whining with tears in its eyes
because it has held all day and needs to be
let out. All I see is a note on the kitchen
table. What does this note say! "Dinner's
warming in the oven,"or,"Welcome home
son, here's $50, go knock yourself out!"
NO! There's a list from Dad with chores
to be done before he gets back.
The point of all this pitiful dribble is that breaks really suck now. All I
do is work on my brief and outlines. All
of my friends are either out of town or
have been completely tamed and domesticated by marriage. Right when I'm starting to get something done, the phone
starts ringing. Ah yes .. .I do have some
friends left in town - friends that have
"brain damage" - for they convert words
that I say like "no party" to "party on!"
Within the hour, the guys appear with a
couple of cases of hogswill beer and are
running down the stairs to play pool
before they ever say hello. By, 2a.m., I
am thoroughly sloshed. When earlier I
was thinking about prescriptive easements, I'm now thinking "blah47gjhujkbck... girnme beer, Bob." Ah yes, a return
to the good ol' days. I then wake up at
twelve noon and think- "The day's half
over...I guess I should just blow the rest of
it off.

See Beer, Page 8

Jim Kraayeveld
Associate Editor
Because this will be the
last article that I write for the
Forum, I had a difficult time
deciding what to write about.
Instead of writing about the negative and the bad in our society, I
will endeavor to end my Forum
tenure, and my law school writing "career," by reflecting on the
positive and the good.
First, I would like to
thank the Forum, and especially
Dan Buksa, for allowing me to
briefly express my views on various subjects. For three years I
looked forward to reading the
articles and opinions in the
Forum (even after the article
written by those with peeker
envy). Some Forum authors and
contributors unfortunately made
errors in judgment. but let's hope
that we all learned from these
experiences.
Second, I wish to thank
the professors for attempting to
share their knowledge and expertise with us students. Although
we enjoyed some courses more
than others, I believe that we
learned as much in each course as
we wanted to.
Third, I would especially like to thank the nice ladies in
the Career Services Office for

being friendly and helpful. Gail,
Sharon, and Joan have worked
hard to help us find employment
in these economically trying
times. I'm glad they are on our
side: encouraging us and fmding
firms and organizations interested
in hiring Valpo grads and students.
Fourth, I am thankful
that this school offered all of us
the many opportunities to be
members of the Law Review and
the various moot court and other
teams, and to serve as teaching
and research assistants. I am also
thankful that we all had the
opportunity to join the fraternities, organizations, and committees involved in our law school.
Because many of us are associated with at least one of these
groups and are responsible for
bettering our school's reputation,
we should be more grateful for
these opportunities and the experience we have obtained.
Finally, as a last word of
encouragement to the administration and faculty, I hope that you
hire and keep the first Republican
(or politically conservative) professor as soon as the opportunity
to have a truly diversified faculty
arises! Thanks everybody for an
interesting three years. God
bless.

Viva Trompe Le Monde
By Mark Hansen (of counsel)
Contributor
From the depths of murky silence I
have re-emerged, to offer my valued opinions, despite an attempt at a self imposed
silence. I tried to keep quiet but the affairs
at V .U. "Low" School are too farcical to
remain gagged any longer.
But why should I be hesitant to
voice my opinions? Mter all, to the best of
my knowledge I have never been wrong.
Come to think of it, to the best of my
knowledge no law student, faculty, nor
administrator has ever before been wrong
either. The best thing about V.U. Law is
that no matter how divergent the opinions
or facts, everyone is an expert. and everyone is right. In my three years here I have
never known any one to admit to being
wrong. This even includes Vance, and we
all know what she is like.
Actually, the purpose of this column is to mend my ties that I have with
V.U. Law. It is no secret that my relations
with this school have been a bit strained,
but now is the time for apologies.
However, the purpose of this column is not
to discuss N.O.P.E. For those unaware of
what N.O.P.E. stands for, it is simply Not
Qne fenny Ever. Succinctly, that Valpo
best not call on us in any future fund raising
drives.
The reason this article is not about
N.O.P.E. is because according to another
midnight letter from president Harre, tuition
has been raised again. Fortunately, I'll
have graduated and won't have to pay it.
But I wonder if the school realizes that if I
was going to be an incoming first year,
there is no way I could afford to come to
Valpo. As is, I live in a two bedroom
shack, that is prone to gas leaks, with three
other pleasant-smelling guys. We four
make up different strata of the middle class,
and all of us work. We are barely able to

afford Valpo. This school should be proud
they are pricing out lower-middle class students. Why should it want us any way? It
is not like we contribute anything to this
law school. After all, look at what is
thought of our expensive legal training:
U.S. News consistently ranks us in the
lower quarter of law schools. That in itself
is worthy of a tuition increase.
Some people disagree about ranking law schools, but I figure if we rank students why not law schools? The criteria are
as objective.
I used to get depressed about this
huge loan debt that I have racked up here.
Then it was explained to me by a well
respected university member that our loans
are only a suggested repayment. See,
Valpo is kind of like a museum that you
walk through, at the end of the ex~ibit there
is a collection plate for a suggested donation. If you really liked the museum you
put in a lot of money. If you didn't like the
museum you put in a little.
Despite the fact that I have borrowed so much, I am not sure that my education is exactly worth the list price. With
the suggested repayment plan we are able to
access classes and teachers and then pay
back what we think they were worth. For
example, is Ehren's ethics class worth the
list price? Anyone who has taken the
Multi-state Professional Responsibility
Exam knows how pointless our ethics class
is.
Isn't it great that we are able to
individually access how good a teacher or a
class is then only repay what we think it is
worth?
Perhaps the negativity I express is
solely personal. Maybe the regrets o
Valpo will be honeyed by distance and tempered by a phlegmatic indifference?
N.O.P.E. Anyway, after six weeks it will
be a cold day in hell before the SWl ever sets
on my ass in Valpo again.
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Gays? Not In My Bedroom... Beer, From Page 7

By Fred Reed
Guest Columnist

Dear President Clinton,

It has come to my attention that you intend to allow gays
in the military. I figured you
would want my advice before
taking such a step, especially
since your military experience is,
er, somewhat limited. I'm
delighted to help. Here are my
thoughts.
I'm in favor of letting
gays into the military. Yep.
Discrimination has no place in
the armed services. Let them in.
But only if I am allowed to share
a shower room and barracks
cubicle with three women.
Why should gays get
such a great bennie if no one else
does? Think of it. Living in
Skivvie-shorts intimacy with
large numbers of people you find
sexually desirable. What a racket.
In Washington, where
the otherworldly and the politically correct cluster, the question
is invariably phrased in terms of
civil rights, and niceness, and
compassion, and sensitivity, and
diversity. Anyone who doesn't
want gays in the barracks is by
implication bigoted. Of course,
if you can tag your opposition as
being bigoted, you don't have to
have a case.
And we in Washington,
President Clinton, as you will

soon find out, are notorious for
prescribing for others things
which we conspicuously avoid
for ourselves. And since nobody
in a policy job here has the
slightest intention of going into
the military, or having his kid do
so, the armed services constitute
a sort of national "somebody
else's neighborhood."
But for those who will
have to live with your policies,
President Clinton, the question is

"Further, for heterosexuals, living
with gays is much
worse than living
with people of the
opposite sex."
not one of civil rights, but of sexual privacy.
Now, gays are not bad
people. They are on average
harmless and, in my unscientific
judgment, brighter, better
behaved and more productive
than the rest of us. May they
prosper. But not in my bedroom.
I just flat don't want to take a
shower knowing that my bunkie
is sizing me up.
What it comes to,
President Clinton, is that people
should be able to take their pants
off in their living quarters without being the object of libidinous

..

interest. This is why men and
Chuckie then thought, let's go traits of Robert E. Lee and
women have separate barracks.
down to Kentucky now that the Stonewall Jackson on the wall
Further, for heterosexuyoung Chuck's mind has been with a Confederate battle flag as
als, living with gays is much
put into the wastelands. Chuckie a backdrop. I just said"I think I
worse than living with people of
thought that he would visit some best be .. .leavin"' (and in case
the opposite sex. Note that
old relative that he hasn't seen you're wondering, I got out
women actually like men, and
for thirteen years. While in "deer before any of them made me
want men to be sexually attracted
hunter" country, our hero, squeal like a pig or that I had a
to them. A particular woman
Chuckie, man among boys, a leg- pretty mouth.)
may not want attention from parend in his own mind, walks into a
Well, allow me to reemphaticular guys, and women get tired
truck stop to ask for directions size the point, breaks suck and
of being hassled by men. But the
wearing a turtleneck and sporting I'm jealous of little Suzi and
idea of sexual advances by men,
his I.U. sweater(which is against Randy ''The Psycho" and the fact
at the right time and place, carmost local Kentucky ordinances). that they stress out about a world
ried out with a little finesse, isn't
As Chuckles enters the truck civilization exam. I guess I have
inherently distasteful. That's
stop, every Billy Bob, Jethro, and no one to blame but myself. I
what tight sweaters, diets, and
Leroy drops their corn bread, cooked my own big &*(#burger,
singles bars are about.
grits, push up pops, and Red Man and now I'm going to have to
But to heterosexual
Chew to gawk at the "foreigner." take a bite in the wonderful
men, homosexual attention is
One says:"You ain't from around month of April.. ....Next Month!
revolting. Nobody says this, perhere, is ya' boy?" As I'm about Chuckie' s thoughts on househaps to avoid bruising the feelto answer, I see two ornate por- warming gifts!
ings of homosexuals, but most
guys feel it. In daily association people does this guy Reed think fantastic treat of living up close
with gays, this revulsion doesn't gays are?
with gobs of the country's bestmatter much because the circumEasy. I think that 19- developed young beefcake, we
stances aren't sexual. So the year-old gays are about like 19- straights should definitely have
reporter at the next desk is gay. year-old heterosexuals- sexual- the same privilege with the very
So what?
ly wired. Suppose I were a nice young women in uniform
But in the intimacy of young stud, President Clinton, (or, in barracks, out of it.)
living quarters, it matters. And and told you that, if I were living
Fair is fair, President
this disgust, not for homosexuals in a girls' dorm, I wouldn't take Clinton. Best of luck, and don't
as human beings but for the advantage of it, if only to get an take any guff from Saddam.
thought of sexual contact or eyeful. Would you believe me?
interest, is, I'll bet, the main rea- You would? Where do you want
Sincerely,
son GI's don't want gays in the the bridge delivered?
Fred.
military.
What the hell. If we
Yes, I know that infuri- must be politically correct, we Reprint courtesy of Army Times
ated gay activists will insist that must. But let's spread the Copyright by Army Times
no homosexual would force him- wealth. (Excuse me, I mean let's Publishing Company, Springself on anyone. Oh, no. Never. be truly nondiscriminatory.) If field, Virginia
Why, the very idea! What sort of gay guys are going to have the

ar
0 Open Sundays at 12 Noon 0

Live Entertainment
Friday, April 16 ·• Mrs. Frankley
Every Wednesday •• "The Unplug" 10 p.m. • 2 a.m.

Drink Specials Throughout April
Every Tuesday is Mug Night
Every Wednesday is Bucket Night·· $3. 00 Draft Refills With Jackson's Bucket
Every Thursday·· $3. 25 Draft Pitchers

Shot Specials Every Night
462-1057
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OrgankationalUpdare
The Midwe.s t Environmental Law Caucus has experienced an
active and eventful month. First, the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources reached a detennination regarding a violation of state wetlands protections in favor of the position argued by the organization.
Second, no fewer than five 3Ls took advantage of opportunities to fulfill their Pro Bono requirements worlcing on projects that M.E.L.C. is
involved in. These projects range from research on the proposed
Alternative Stewardship Plan for the Kankakee River Basin to the
drafting of court documents in ongoing environmental litigation.
Finally, Beth Henning Guria participated as speaker in the first two
"Bag Lunch Lectures" organized by M.EL.C. (More to come)
Plans are completed for the upcoming "Earth Day Event"
scheduled to take place on Friday, April 16. The event will begin at
10:10 during Chapel Break when Professor Renae Prell of the undergrad geography department will deliver a talk on the
Internationalization of the Environmental Movement. Following this
participants will go outside to undertake the ambitious planting project
aimed at further beautification of the grounds in front of the law
school. Planting will take place throughout the day so a picnic lunch
is also planned. At 4 p.m. shovels will be cast aside and everyone is
invited to Tabor Hall to enjoy a lecture on toxics and solid waste management presented by Carrie Wehling of the Director's Office of the
U.S. EPA in Washington. Ms. Wehling, who has ascended through
the agency as far as an attorney can without the benefit of a presidential appointment, is our own Kathy Wehlings sister. Finally, Brett
Warning, a VUSL grad currently working in the Office of Regional
Enforcement at U.S.EPA Region V in Chicago is scheduled to receive
this year's Environmental Achievement Award from the organization.
All are invited to attend and participate.
Congratulations are in order for the new M.E.L.C. officers
elected on March 25. They are George Van Nest, president; Thia
Weglarz, vice-president; Don Blackmond, treasurer; Pam Michener,
secretary; and Jim Knapp, grassroots coordinator.

Mon-Fri
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Free Estimates on Repairs
Have Your Car Checked For SumiDer!
Free Testing of Cooling System and Check
on Belts and Hoses
With V. U. J.D.
Art Exhibits CoiDe FroiD Diverse Sources
Christ College, or the university's
library, then he asks the law
school to exhibit it On the other
Last semester, I wrote a hand, Professor Hiller might
viewpoint on my impressions of place a work done by someone
the art exhibit which "exhibited" that he knows in another exhibit
a variety of bare butts. This time, being put on.
In essence,
I'm not here to pass judgement on Professor Brauer and Professor
art, but to tell you how we are Hiller cooperate to piece together
able to arrange for the art displays art exhibits to be shown throughthat are shown in our atrium. out the year.
Professor Jack Hiller, the chairThe artwork itself is
man of the committee that search- from many sources. For example,
es for the works to be put on dis- Friends Of Art is a community
play, took the initiative on his group from Valparaiso that supown many years ago to find art- ports the University's art prowork to grace the halls of the old gram. Often the members of this
law school. As the law school group meet to have a show with
moved into the present facilities, guest curators. Another example
however, the one man operation is an exhibit shown two years ago
changed character. With the new by Rosalind Wittman of England.
law school came a better exhibi- This was an artist that was a pertion area. In order to handle the sonal friend of Professor Hiller's.
increasing availability of the art- Another example is the exhibit
work, Professor Richard Brauer put on by BLSA for black history
has also become a kind of month. Although such exhibits
Director/Curator
of
the are planned a year in advance,
Universities Art exhibits. The Professor Hiller was ab1e to fit the
group has taken on the fonn of an exhibit in. Professor Hiller is
ad hoc committee. According to grateful that the law school is able
Professor Hiller, the is more art at to benefit from the university's
this point than there is room to art program, for he claims that he
show it. Professor Hiller points would otherwise have to scramble
out that it is Professor Brauer that for good. art.
makes interesting shows available
The costs for maintainthat we otherwise would not have. ing exhibits throughout the year is
For example, if Professor Brauer very low. The university's insurdoes not have space to show a ance covers the general art colleccollection at the university, in tion for both the university and
places sucl) as the student union, the law school. The law school,

By Charlie White
Asst. Viewpoints Editor

SOFTBALL CHALLENGE: EJA VERSUS MELC
April 14th 3:30 - 5:30
EQUAL JUSTICE ALLIANCE (public interest law)
Applications for FJA's summer grant program will be available on
the EJA Board April 1st. This program is separate from the VU public
service scholarship. Last summer, five students received a grant of
$150.00 or $300.00 for the summer from FJA.
Also, April 12th through April 17th, FJA will hold its first
annual pledge drive. Look for info in your locker or around the
school. "Give a damn, give a half a day"
Elections for next year's officers will be held at the next EJ A meeting.
HEALTH LAW ASSOCIATION
On Wednesday, April 7th at 4:00p.m., the Health Law Association
(with the Equal Justice Alliance) will bring Susan Curry of the AIDS
LEGAL COUNCIL of CIDCAGO to the law school to discuss Aids
and employment issues. The lecture and discussion will take place in
Room D (Tabor Auditorium).
AMERICAN TRIAL LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
A1LA returns to the VU law school campus. If interested speak to
Craig Draper or Paul Gagnon.
JEWISH LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
On Saturday and Sunday, April3rd and 4th, the Lafayette and West
Lafayette Mayors' Holocaust Remembrance Committee based at
Purdue University will hold its 12th annual Holocaust Remembrance
Conference. Speakers include Rev. Richard Harris, fonner Indiana Ku
Klux Klan Grand Dragon; Eva Kor, an Auschwitz Survivor; inner city
students from an alternative high school who will discuss growing up
in New York City's asphalt jungle and will recall their work experience on an Israeli kibbutz as well as many others. If interested, please
check the JLSA board.
IDSPANIC LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Final exams are now available at American Speedy Print.

909 LaPorte Avenue
462-1045

according to Professor Hiller,
might pay up to $100 on
brochures for the opening of a
particular show at the law school.
the law school also helps with the
costs of moving exhibits, such as
the costs for moving the glass
cases that are now in the atrium.
Aside from those costs, the
Professor Hiller is able to bring in
the Artwork free. As for security
for the art, Professor Brauer says
that the students have been great
since there have been no thefts.
Professor Hiller believes
that lawyers should be sensitive
to the arts. For him. law is not
enough to occupy our lives by
itself. Hiller's goal is for law students to focus on the show and
get people to think about the
works. He also wants to encourage more students to attend the art
receptions and talk to the artists
of the various pieces.
There are many exhibits that
are in the planning stages. For
example, Professor Brockington
is trying to piece together a show
composed of works done by
members of the faculty. In the
spring, the law school will also
put on a show of works by two of
our law students. Finally, the frrst
show of the Fall of 1993 will feature works from Door County in
Wisconsin. It will be very exiting
to see what the future will hold
for the walls of the atrium.

David's
Men's Cfotliier
NEED A SUIT?
See David for:
*Quality Selection
*Same Day Alterations

Featuring Traditional and Gourmet Pizza

Also, the best selection of silk ties in Northwest
Indiana & Formal Wear Rentals
We welcome all major credit cards

Dining Room Service
Beer &Wine
Carry-Out and Free Pizza Delivery

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH
Hours: Mon., Wed., Fri.,
Tues., Thurs.,
Sat.,
- -

9:30.7:00
9:30-6:00
9:30.4:00

3014 N. Calumet Ave., Valparaiso
.

464-7102

462-0404
-

0~0~0~0~0~0~

Lemster's ![{ora{ & (jifts
108 ~ranK{in
464-4874

Mon-S at
8 a.m. -5:30p.m.

0 !JL{{ Major Crecfit CardS !Jlcceptecf 0
~{owers

a_ncf Corsages ~or 5t{{ ~our
Specia{ Occasions

0~0~0~0~0~0~

The Hotdog: Nature's Perfect Food
by Douglas J. Rooks
The Hotdog
The Hotdog,
For a snack,
The Hotdog,

is a food so fine
Yes, I'll make it mine
a meal, a midnight treat
Sir, it can't be beat

The Hotdog is an awesome beast
A meal for Kings, and more, a Feast
The texture of it is a treat
And now I've learned its made of meat
The Hotdogs made of many things
Things with udders, snouts and wings
Things that oink and moo and crow
But mostly things we just don't know
And I don't know but I've been told
That if I knew, I'd be less bold
To eat a product that I find
Is made of stuff thars left behind
But I just look at them dismayed
For such a food diversely made
Of some of that and some of this
Must surely give me what I miss
From eating foods that just contain
A single part of our food chain
(and so)
The Hotdo~ better off a myth
Who cares about its pulp and pith
I'll think of it in my own way
So I can eat it every day
My love for Hotdogs is divi.ne
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Baseball Preview, From Page 12
thoughts, this is an unbiased pick.
This team has its first legitimate
ace in Jim Abbott since the retirement of Ron Guidry. With Perez,
Jimmy Key, and the youngsters,
this can be an excellent staff.
Don' t be surprised to see Mike
Witt return from two years of arm
rehab to claim a starting spot.
O'Neill will enjoy the right field
porch and Boggs with new contacts will prove la~t year was a
fluke. These additions and a
healthy Tartabull give the
Yankees a potent offense.
Fielding may be a weakness. The
Boss has returned and so has the
excitement in the Bronx.
4-MILWAUKEE
BREWERS Fire up those brats!
No big acquisitions during the
winter, but some good young talent. Listach and Eldred are
potential all-stars. A reliable
pitching staff and stolen bases-oplenty will highlight the Brew
Crew season. As last year, this
team could challenge, but the
teams above made a better effort
of improving themselves.
5-CLEVELAND INDIANS When things start to look
up for this franchise, something
always happens. What a terrible
tragedy in Florida. This team has
the best young talent in the game.
It is always said they are the team
of the future. It is really true.
The future is not far away.
6-BOSTON RED SOX
Management felt there was poor
commraderie so gone are Boggs,
Burks, and Clark. Dawson and
Calderon are in. Too bad the
Rocket can't start 162 games.
They may have created better
team spirit, but the Curse of the
Bambino remains.
7-DETROIT TIGERS
New pizza guy. same old story.
This team will lead the league in
homeruns, strikeouts, and have
the worst ERA in the American

League. But at least Ernie's back.
As for the AL West-KC
is the best.
I-KANSAS CITY ROYALS This team's defense is the
best in baseball. With the addition of Jose Lind, Greg Gagne,
Felix Jose and the departure of
Greg Jeffries, there are several
gold glove candidates on this
club. Cone(whatever happened to
Ed Hearn) rejoins a well-established pitching staff. Their weakness is relief pitching. The
offense should score some runs.
2-CHICAGO WHITE
SOX Question-Where can I play
if I can hit but cannot field on a
regular basis? Ask Bo Jackson,
George Bell, Ellis Burks, or
Carlton Fisk. This is a DR's paradise. This team can hit but outside of Jack McDowell, a legitimate ace, and Kirk McKaskil, a
legitimate number 3, their starting
pitching leaves something to be
desired. If Thigpen can turn it
around, a closing tandum with
Hernandez will be potent. Watch
for this team to trade a DH for
some pitching.
3-MINNESOTA
TWINS Welcome Home Winny!
This team lost more than they
gained, but somehow, they
always fmd a way to win. Hitting
is not a problem with the likes of
Puckett, Hrbeck, Mack, and others. The bullpen is very good.
The needs are to fill the whole
left by Smiley and Gagne. Look
for the kids or some retreads to
fill the gaps. You can never
count these guys out
4-0AKLAND A THLETICS If a manager can get it
done with a subpar team, Tony La
Rossa can. This team has lost
mucho in Stewart, Weiss,
Lansford, and Baines. The
offense has never been a problem
with this team. McGuire and
Sierra will sting the ball. This

team hinges on starting pitching.
Welch, Witt, and Darling are the
stars of yesteryear. Only if these
guys can have one last hurrah will
the A's be competitive.
5-SEATTLE
MARINERS Could this be the
first year in franchise history that
theM's finish with above. 500? I
dare to say yes! Everyone knows
about Griffey, but what about
Edgar Martinez-maybe the best
kept secret in baseball. Charlton
will provide a closer. Sweet Lou
will have the boys playing hard.
If not, no Nintendo before bedtime.
6-TEXAS RANGERS It
is the Farewell to Nolan Tour.
Canesco and some heavy hitters
will be along for the ride.
Unfortunately, Ryan will have no
supporting cast Ivan Rodriguez
is one of the best catchers in baseball. The biggest excitement in
town will be watching the new
stadium go up.
7-CALIFORNIA
ANGELS No championship for
the Cowboy this year. It is time
for the youth movement.
Headlining are J.T. Snow and
Tim Salmon. Springer and
Nielson are good young arms.
Fans may be daydreaming about
the Mighty Ducks of the NHL.
In a nutshell, those are
my picks. It will be another
exciting year in baseball. As a
baseball purest, I am deeply saddened to see the owners tinkering
with the playoff format and possible realignment. George Will
said that baseball is the only constant that connects the generations
in this country. It is so true and I
would hate to see baseball
become another basketball or
hockey. A.K., thanks for honoring me with your selection-It was
my pleasure. Play Ball!

Dean's Desk, From Page ·2
the compromise that was worked
out at the end of last week
required the President to accept
responsibility for rash promises
and to make adjustments for
some groups hit hardest by runaway inflation (over 25% a
month).
Second, Yeltsin has to
walk a tightrope balancing competing concerns of consolidating
enough political power to govern
effectively and of avoiding the
concentration of too much power
that would undermine the very
process of democratic reform that
he is committed to.
I was struck not only
with obvious differences between
the USA and Russia (phones that
work, for example), but with
deeper similarities that had been
obscured throughout the four and
a half decades of the Cold War.
For example, taking pride in our
system of representative democracy, we have typically contrasted
our style of governance -with that
of Russia. For centuries - from
the Romanovs through the
Communists to the present - the
Russian people have been used to
decisions affecting millions being
made by a tiny handful. For the
last five years the process of mai:

~

in Russia has meant a radical challenge to that way of
doing business. That process was
greatly accelerated after the failed
coup of August 17, 1991 that
resulted in the election of
President Yeltsin. But the
process is by no means complete,
any more than our own fragile
experiment with democracy is.
Familiar with
the
excesses of royal power, our
ancestors also sought to limit the
exercise of governmental power
in two important ways, by diffusing power structurally among
separate, independent branches of
government, and by setting substantive and procedural limits on
all exercise of governmental
power whether by the legislature,
the executive, or the judiciary. In
the high school civics class version of things, this model of separation of powers is one of the
great blessings of the American
constitution. Before exporting
this model elsewhere with too
much arrogance, however, it
might be helpful for us to recall
that our model has at times led to
gridlock when the Congress and
the President cannot agree even
on basic approaches to legislation. Or it has led to impasse

between the unified political
branches and an old guard on the
Supreme Court intent on invalidating sweeping reforms such as
the New Deal in the 1930s. As
Winston Churchill noted decades
ago, democracy is the worst possible form of government, except
for all the alternatives.
As a visitor to a foreign
country, I did not think it appropriate for me to pronounce judgment on their constitutional difficulties. But I did share candidly
some of the difficulties that we
have had in the USA both with
structural allocations of power in
our democracy and with placing
substantive limits on governmental authority through effective
enforcement of our Bill of Rights.
I leave to the Russians the specific task of finding the appropriate
constitutional path for them to
follow, but I am hopeful that they
will remain committed to liberty,
even when that entails difficulties
of considerable magnitude.
I think that the most
important thing I gained from my
visit to Moscow was the ability to
form personal- and I hope lasting - friendships with many of
our counterparts in the Russian
people.
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DON'T MISS YOUR
PLANE BOAT TRAIN !!
CALL US FIRST
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STRONGBOW INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL SERVICE, INC.

(219) 464-4851
2405 E. U.S. HIGHWAY 30
VALPARAISO, IN 46383

AIRLINE TICKETS AT AIRLINE
PRICES
CRUISE SPECIALS AND DISCOUNTS
TOURS

GROUPS

INTERNATIONAL TICKETS AT SPECIAL
RATES
LEAVE THE PLANNING TO US

Feed Your Brain
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Hilke's Nutrition
Center
3003 N. Calumet Ave.
County Seat Plaza
464-7818
Hours: 10-9 M-F, 10-6 Sat., 1-5 Sun.

Healthy Ideas For the Law Student
For Your Desk:
For Stress:
For Energy All Day:
ENERGY SNACKS B-COMPLEX
ENERGY HERBS

*Natural Remedies for the cold & flu season
*Natural Remedies for yeast infections
*Fight the winter blahs with all-natural energy
boosters
Feverfew-DPLA-White Willow Bark for headaches and pain
Natural Cosmetics
Nicotabs-STOP smoking without stress
Athletic products
Free Nutritional Counseling
Sandwich Bar
100/o Discount with VU Student ID
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The Baseball Preview
By Adam Ferrandino
Associate Editor
Despite the fact that no
one has alerted the Valpo weather, spring is upon us. And where
there is spring, baseball cannot be
far behind. As the Cactus and
Grapefruit leagues are in full
swing, hope springs eternal for all
28 (yes-there are now 28) teams.
The Clinton slogan of "change"
has also penetrated our beloved
pastime. If you are a Blue Jays or
Cubs fan, you better pick up a
media guide to figure out who is
who. Many players have decided
bomecooking is better-David
Cone in Kansas City and Dave
Winfield in Minnesota. Barry
Bonds decided to follow his
father's footsteps, with his wallet
in hand of course, and join the
Giants. There are some familiar
players in some really strange
places. Wade Boggs wearing
Yankee pinstripes?
There are only two
things that are predictable in baseball. First, at this time of year
there are people like me who
write articles like this. Second,
the season is about as predictable
as the law school making it
through the day without losing
power. Can the Blue Jays repeat?
Will the Braves be the brides
maid again? Which is the better
method to build an expansion
team-youth or experience? Only
the 1993 baseball season can
answer these questions. Here are
my predictions:
First, the National
League [L]East. No team truly
deserves to win this division,
rather the champion will win by
default. Of all the divisions, this
one is the most up for grabs. In
the NL East where mediocrity
abounds, the Chicago Cubs are
the strongest of the weak(For all
those who know me, you realize
how painful this statement was to
make).
I-CHICAGO CUBS
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Yes, Maddux and Dawson are
gone, but they picked up a plethora of pitching namely Guzman,
Hibbard, Myers, and Plesac to
name a few. Without a doubt, the
Cubs have the best pitching in the
division and maybe the best
defense in baseball. But can they
hit? Sandberg, Grace, and
Buechele need the likes of
Wilkins and Maldonado to have
solid years at the plate. Will
Sammy "So-so" become the
Sammy Sosa everyone expects?
If he can put all that talent together on a consistent basis, the Cubs
will be tough to beat. Look for
the Cubs to trade some pitching to
add more power to the lineup.
2-MONTR.EAL EXPOS
Were these guys for real last
year? Yes. They are the
Cleveland Indians of the NL and
their talent is two years more
mature. Players like Delino
Deshields, Moises Alou, and
Marques Grissom are terrors on
the base paths. If Martinez can
repeat last year's pitching performance, the Expos will give
Chicago a run for the money.
Expect a trade to get middle
infield help.
3-ST. LOUIS CARDINALS A fine but underrated
pitching staff. They won't strike
you out, but they will win games.
There are budding stars in Ray
Lankford and Bernard Gilkey.
The swap of Felix Jose for Gregg
Jeffries is interesting. Jeffries
swing will produce a high average, but him at first is a scary
thought. Not only can he not
catch, but he is a terribly small
target. I expect Zeile and
Pagnozzi to have fme years.
4-NEW YORK METS
Need to be the "bounce back"
team of '93. If they can, there is
enough talent here to be a factor.
If not, say good-bye to Jeff
Torborg. Can Hojo regain his
stroke at 3rd base, will Bobby
Bonilla leave his ear plugs at
home, can Franco recover from

arm surgery, and can Doc develop
another pitch to be successful?
This team presents too many
questions and Tony Fernandez
and Frank Tanana are not the
answers. Take note-Ryan
Thompson is a going to be a star
or a bust.
5-PHILADELPHIA
PIDLLIES A beer drinkers team!
Lite should give Kruk, Dykstra
and Incaviglia a call. Danny
Jackson will not add enough to
help a thin pitching staff. How
wild will the "wild thing" be?
Darren Daulton and Kruk lead a
good offensive attack also featuring Rickey Jordan and Mariano
Duncan. This team lacks the
strength and depth to contend for
the long haul.
6-PITTSBURGH
PIRATES The exodus continues.
More people have left this team
than crossed the Red Sea- Bobby
Bo, John Smiley, and now Bonds,
Drabek, and Lind. If Jim Leyland
can repeat once again, built the
man a statue directly outside
Three Rivers. Expecting Jeff
King to replace Bonds and Zane
Smith to replace Doug Drabek is
a farce. If I am a Pirates fan, I
feel betrayed by the entire world.
When do those Steeler tickets go
on sale?
7 -FLORIDA MARLINS
My most confident pick. This
team will lose 100 games. That
won't matter to the fans because
they are happy just to have a pro
team in town. However, there are
some reasons for Marlin fans to
go to the ballpark. One is the
development of Nigel Wilson.
Another will be Benito Santiago.
Gee, think this guy will be a marketing superstar? Finally. will
Bryan Harvey be able be the
pitcher he once was? There is a
tremendous amount of potential
talent on this team. Unfortunately
for Marlin fans, the best baseball
will leave Florida when the teams
head north.
Now, head west young

man! This is will be a battle of
two.
I-ATLANTA BRAVES
I really like the Reds, but I can't
bring myself to pick against this
starting staff. Maddux, Glavine,
Smoltz, and A very comprise the
best baseball has seen since the
Mets of the mid-1980's. The
offense is potent with the likes of
Justice, Pendleton, and Gant.
Their weakness is their bullpen.
They don't have one, but with
those starters, they might not need
one. In any event, the Braves better watch out for those Reds.
2-CINCINNA TI REDS
This was an extremely busy team
over the winter. A good pitching
staff has been bolstered by John
Smiley. Roberto Kelly and Kevin
Mitchell will add some more
punch in the lineup. Even rookie
manager Tony Perez took English
classes over the summer to be
more accessible to the media. If
Atlanta falters, the Reds will be
there to pick up the pieces.
3-HOUSTON ASTROS
Another NL West team with a
strong pitching staff. Doug
Drabek and Greg Swindell missed
their homes on the range. This
team will be one of the most
improved in baseball, just not
enough frrepower.
4-LOS
ANGELES
DODGERS Dodger fans will feel
like they have a whole new team.
Fans might have forgotten that
Strawberry and Eric Davis actually play on this team. Ramon
Martinez is as good as they come
and Orel Hershesier should be
close to that top form of a few
years ago. Todd Worrell is a steal
if he can be effective. Tim
Wallach was a nice pickup.
Rookie of the Year Karros will
only get better. Just not strong
enough to make any noise.
5-SAN
DIEGO
PADRES The bottom line on this
team was to trim debt Good-bye
Santiago and Fernandez. Hello
mediocrity. Gwynn, McGriff,
and Sheffield are all-stars. The
problem is that there is no one
else. Management is happy the

Giants and Rockies are in the
division.
6-SAN FRANCISCO
GIANTS The "should I stay or
should I go" franchise. By the
end of the season, many fans will
have wished they left. This team
added everything from Bonds to a
new official hot dog. This team
may have the best 3-5 hitters in
baseball in Clark, Bonds, and
Williams. Nothing else. Those
new hot dogs better taste good!
Keep the faith, Dusty.
7-COLORADO ROCKIES The only major league team
to wear purple for all those fashion conscious fans out there. The
Rockies decided to go after veterans instead of youth. There
should be some incredible home
run stats in this city. If the Giants
are as bad as they should be, the
Rockies may not finish in last
place. Watch out Broncos, there
is a new game in town.
As for the American
League, the AL East is the best
division in baseball. The. World
Champion Blue Jays will be hard
pressed by 3 other clubs to win
the division.
I-TORONTO BLUE
JAYS Never has a championship
team gone through an overhaul.
Out-Winfield, Cone, Key, Lee,
Maldonado, Henke, and Gruber.
In-Molitor and Stewart. Hopes
ride players such as Sprague, Bell
and Ward. Can this team remain
as good with so many new faces?
Management thinks so. Look for
them to get another veteran pitcher a Ia Candiotti and Cone down
the stretch.
2-BAL TIMORE ORIOLES The Birds are back!
Harold Baines will help. The
pitching has the potential for
greatness with a breakthrough
year from McDonald and the continued emergence of Mussina.
Add Fernando as your fifth
starter. He is having the best
spring of his career. The AL East
may be the battle of the birds.
3-NEW YORK Y ANKEES
Despite your first
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